Rejection of cultured keratinocyte allografts in presensitized mice.
The fate of cultured keratinocyte (KC) allografts remains controversial. Although prolonged survival of cultured KC allografts in naive mice has been reported, the detailed mechanisms remain undetermined. Furthermore, it was also reported that in the human cultured KC allografts do not survive permanently, and they are rapidly replaced by recipient cells. In the present study, we have addressed this issue and obtained findings that cultured KC allografts survive for a prolonged period in naive mice under the conditions in which reepithelization by recipient cells is prevented. However, the same cultured KC allografts were rejected when they were grafted onto recipients primed with allogeneic spleen cells or full-thickness skin grafts. To clarify the mechanisms behind these findings, the allostimulatory ability of cultured KC and their susceptibility to alloreactive cytotoxic T cells were examined in vitro. In a mixed epidermal cell-lymphocyte reaction, cultured KC were unable to induce allospecific proliferative responses of naive T cells. On the other hand, primed T cells from presensitized mice showed weak but significant proliferative responses against allogeneic KC. It also was confirmed that cultured KC are susceptible to lysis by alloreactive cytotoxic T cells. These data indicate that prolonged survival of cultured KC allografts in naive mice is attributable to a defect in the afferent, but not the efferent, phase of the rejection process that is caused by the weak allostimulatory ability of cultured KC. This assumption was also supported by the finding that spleen cells from the recipient mice bearing long-surviving KC allografts retain in vitro responsiveness against stimulator cells syngeneic to the grafted KC. Taken together, these findings indicate that long-term survival of cultured KC allografts in naive mice may be due solely to the weak allostimulatory ability of cultured KC, but not to loss of susceptibility to alloreactive cytotoxic T cells after culture of KC or induction of tolerance in the recipient mice bearing KC allografts.